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Rezumat
&X WRDWH HIHFWHOH HL SR]LWLYH úL QHJDWLYH FUL]D HFRQRPLFă úL
ILQDQFLDUă JOREDOă FRQWLQXă Vă SURGXFă SHUWXUEDĠLL OD QLYHOXO SLHĠHORU
GHWHUPLQkQG WRWRGDWă R DQDOL]ă LQWURVSHFWLYă D VLWXDĠLHL
PDFURHFRQRPLFH JHQHUDOH LQWHUQDĠLRQDOH úL QDĠLRQDOH ÌQ DFHVW
FRQWH[W SUH]HQWXO DUWLFRO vúL SURSXQH Vă XUPăUHDVFă HYROXĠLD UDWHORU
GH GREkQGă FH VH FRQIRUPHD]ă FULWHULXOXL GH OD 0DDVWricht în noile
state membre ale Uniunii Europene (NSM). Un argument pentru
DQDOL]DDFHVWXLFULWHULXQRPLQDOvQ160HVWHúLIDSWXOFăDFHDVWăSLDĠă
DWLWOXULORUGHVWDWSHWHUPHQOXQJDUHVLPĠLWúLHDRYRODWLOLWDWHULGLFDWă
în perioada 2008- GHúL vQ Pod paradoxal, potrivit teoriei,
DFHDVWD HVWH PDL GHJUDEă OHJDWă GH UHVSHFWDUHD FULWHULXOXL SULYLQG
LQIODĠLDGHFkWGHDOWHFULWHULLVDXDVSHFWHQRPLQDOHúLUHDOH&XWRDWH
DFHVWHDvQUHDOLWDWHHYROXĠLDUDWHORUGHGREkQGăODWLWOXULOHGHVWDWSH
termen lXQJ GRYHGHúWH DFXPXODUHD GH VHPQDOH QHJDWLYH DWkW GLQ
sfera deficitelor fiscal-EXJHWDUH FkW úL GLQ SDUWHD DOWRU YDULDELOH
QRPLQDOH úL UHDOH PDFURHFRQRPLFH ÌQ DFHVW VHQV DUWLFROXO
DUJXPHQWHD]ăGHFHDIRVWSRVLELOăRPDMRUDUHDGLIHUHQĠLDOHORU ratelor
dobânzilor pe termen lung în NSM în perioada 2008-2010, în raport
FXYDORDUHDGHUHIHULQĠăúLFXPHGLD]RQHLHXUR
Abstract
With all its effects, positive and negative, the global economic and
financial crisis continues to cause disturbances to the markets,
causing at the same time an introspective analysis of the overall
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macroeconomic international and national situation. In this context,
the present article aims to monitor the interest rates that comply with
the Maastricht criterion in the new EU Member States (NMS). An
argument for the analysis of this criterion in NMS is that the market of
long-term government bond yields has also experienced a high
volatility during the period 2008-2010, although paradoxically,
according to theory, it is rather related to the compliance with the
inflation criterion, than to the other nominal and real criteria or
aspects. However, in reality, the long-term government bond yields
evolution shows an accumulation of negative signals, both from the
fiscal-budgetary deficits and from the other nominal and real
macroeconomic variables. In this way, the paper argues why the
increase of long-term interest rate differentials in the NMS in 20082010 was possible, compared with the reference value and with the
euro area average.
Keywords: convergence criteria, European integration, new
member states, global economic and financial crisis
JEL classification: F36, G01, O52, P52, O47
Within the context of the global economic and financial crisis which
determined the revaluation of the general macroeconomic situation,
the market of the long-term bonds also suffered considerably. Thus,
the differential of the long-term interest rates in relation to the average
of the Euro zone during the analysed period, increased in almost all
the new member states during the analysed period (January 2008October 2010). As the national and international vulnerabilities
aggravated, and the budget performance deteriorated, both within the
Euro zone, and outside it, a stronger differentiation emerged between
the extent to which the new member states accomplished the criterion
of the long-term interest rates convergence. Thus, Bulgaria, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Hungary and Romania moved away increasingly
from the reference value all along 2009, while Czech Republic and
the member states which had recently joined the Euro zone, Slovenia
and Slovakia, were below the reference value and even had a
substantial convergence of the interest rates for the long-term stat
bonds.
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Table no.1

Long-term interest rate according to the Maastricht criterion, annual
series

Source: ECB and Eurostat data from 21 December 2010, author calculation for
the reference value according to ECB methodology

It may be clearly noticed (see Table 1), following the evolution of
this convergence criterion over 10 years, that only some new member
states which have joined the European Union in 2004 and 2007,
continued the sustainable accomplishment of this criterion.
In Romania, in 2009, the average level of the long-term
government bonds with a due date according to the convergence
criterion was 9.69% per year, exceeding by far the reference value
and the average of the Euro zone. The 2% increase of the indicator
compared to the corresponding value of 2008, reflected the increased
necessities of financing the budgetary deficit in 2009, and the adverse
effects of the economic recession hardly felt starting with the summer
of 2009. We may also notice that the Romanian market of the longterm government bonds is very little developed, which determines a
rather modest relevance of the criterion in the analysis of the nominal
convergence in Romania. The orientation of the demand and offer of
government bonds on the primary market, preponderantly towards
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bonds with short-term maturities involves risks associated to the
refinancing, but may be justified by the desire of the investors not to
block their liquidities in government bonds with late maturities,
particularly given the increasing pressure to finance the budget
deficit. It is no surprise that the average yields of the long-term
government bonds on the primary market increased until mid 2009 an
d decreased towards the end of 2009. The decreasing trend
continued in early 2010 and remained at about 7% in late 2010, on
the background of stabilized macroeconomic conditions, of the loan
agreement with the international financial institutions, and of the
constant monetary policy interest rate at 6.25% since May 2010 to the
end of 2010.
If we analyse the monthly evolutions in the other NMS, according
to the Maastricht Treaty, only Czech Republic, Slovenia and Slovakia
achieved this convergence criterion, scoring average long-term
interest rates below the reference value (except for a temporary
exceeding in Czech Republic, in April 2009 ± see Table 2).
During the period of analysis 2008-2010, Poland and Bulgaria
scored values of the indicator somehow close to the reference value
(in 2009, the average annual values of the two countries were 6.12%
and 7.22%, respectively), while in Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary and
Romania, the long-term interest rates reached much higher values
than the reference value. However, in April 2010, Bulgaria, Latvia,
Hungary, Poland and Romania experienced a relative improvement of
the long-term interest rates convergence. If in Poland and Bulgaria,
the fiscal problems and the external vulnerabilities which acted on the
Bulgarian economy determined the persistence of rather high spreads
on the long-term interest rates, in Latvia and Lithuania, these
differentials increased because of the wide structural macroeconomic
disequilibria and of the impact of the international financial crisis on
the markets.
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Table no.2
Long-term interest rate according to the Maastricht criterion, monthly
series

Source: ECB and Eurostat data from 21 December 2010, author calculation for
the reference value according to ECB methodology

The situation of the fiscal positions and of the incertitude regarding
the fiscal policies of the Bucharest and Budapest governments,
influenced adversely the long-term interest rates in Romania and
Hungary. Thus, in 2009, the average value of the indicator according
to the Maastricht criterion was 9.69% for Romania and 9.12% for
Hungary, much above the reference value. However, in 2009, the
maximal differentials of the long-term interest rates in relation to the
reference value were scored in Lithuania and Latvia (14% and
12.36%, respectively), the same high values persisting in Latvia in the
first half of 2010.
The low level of the public debt and the inexistence of a mature
market for the long-WHUP ERQGV LQ (VWRQLD GRQ¶W DOORZ FDOFXODWLQJ
harmonized rates of the indicator. However, with the view to adopt the
Euro, in order to evaluate the sustainability of the convergence
process, several indicators of the financial market have been
considered, such as the differentials of the spot and forward interest
rates on the monetary market compared to those from the Euro zone
and the interest rates for the loans granted to the population and to
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the non-financial societies, with due dates that can be associated to
the basic financial instrument to calculate the long-term interest rate.
Also, the country ratings and the analysis of the main macroeconomic
variables (such as the evolution of the payment balance or the
evolution of the fiscal debt) are taken into calculation to evaluate the
accomplishment of this convergence criterion. Towards the end of
2009, the improvement of the fiscal evolutions of the Estonian
economy and the globally decreasing risk aversion improved the
perception of the financial-monetary market actors regarding the
future macroeconomic evolutions.
If we monitor the whole analysed period (January 2008-October
2010), we may notice that in late 2008 and in the first half of 2009
(particularly in April-August 2009), on the background of the
increasing tensions on the international financial markets, of the fast
deterioration of the public finances, of the decreased ratings for loans,
of the decreasing volume of liquidities and of the general deterioration
of the internal economic conditions, the long-term interest rates
increased spectacularly in all new member states, reaching peak
values.
From mid 2009 to early 2010, and at the end of 2010, the situation
of the long-term interest rates improved dramatically (except for
Latvia, which still had much higher spreads of the indicator in relation
with the reference value, compared to the other NMS); the risk
aversion decreased worldwide, the perception of the financialmonetary market actors regarding the fiscal evolutions improved
within the context of the conditions set by the programs of
international financial assistance (IMF agreements) and within the
context of the anti-crisis measures. The long-term interest rates
decreased continuously in Denmark, United Kingdom and Sweden
since mid 2009 and throughout 2010, being clearly lower than the
reference value of the convergence criterion. This reflected, on the
one hand, the low inflationist pressure and, on the other hand, the
sustainability of the process of fiscal consolidation. Nevertheless, in
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Poland, Romanian and Hungary, the
values of July 2010 show a slight increase, which shows persisting
structural disequilibria and anachronic policies associated to them
(such in Romania), as well as the preservation of uncertain economic
evolutions due to the public policies.
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In conclusion, although the global economic and financial crisis
exhausted its first round effects, it still leaves a strong print in all the
new member states on the restoration of the macroeconomic
disequilibria. This is also noticed in the evolution of the long-term
interest rates, which cumulate and synthesize quite well all the
abnormalities present on the national, regional and international
financial markets: fast, sometimes brutal, modification of market
behaviour due to the risk, amplification of the tensions on the
international financial markets, presence of the large or increasing
fiscal-budgetary deficits, internal structural deficits, temporary
shortage of liquidity, as well as public policies in disagreement with
the reality or lacking concrete positive effects, or effects which
materialize in time.
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